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Chapter 1 : Baby Girl Names Sorted Alphabetically
The purpose of this list is to help Christian parents in choosing names for newborn baby. Most important task is giving a
name to the baby that would be parents usually do.

We respond to our names throughout our lives. People associate us with our name. Our name is our identity.
Names help to distinguish us from one to another. The choice of a right and meaningful Christian Baby name
is, therefore, incredibly important. Questions about Christian baby names: At one time or another, most of us
have posed some the following questions about our own names. What is the meaning of my name? Why did
my parents choose my name? What is the origin of my name? Why was I given such a unique or popular
name? Why was I given such an unusual and rare name? What Christian baby name should I give to my baby?
Will the Christian baby name suit my baby? Should the name be traditional, unusual, unique, popular or cool?
Will the name be suitable throughout all life phases? Is the name that I am choosing, is easy to pronounce for
all? What will my baby think of your choice? Below is the list for Christian baby boy names and Christian
baby girl names from where you can select the name which you like the most. In this list we have Christian
boy baby names starting from alphabet A-Z.. You can read boy baby names of Christian origin with meanings
for free To choose the Christian baby Boy name for your baby, Please choose an alphabet from the baby name
list below.
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Chapter 2 : Christian Girl Baby Names | Christian Girl Names & Meanings | Names for Christian Baby Girl
The ultimate A-Z list of Christian girl names, complete with name meanings and origins for all Christian baby girl names.
Check it out!

The gentle and subtle sound of the name gives it a rich feminine feel. Today, Rylie sits as the 22nd most
popular name for a baby girl. Thinking of having a little Rylie in your life? For example, it has been said that
bearers of the name Rylie thrive in settings of change and spontaneity. They are known to have a deep inner
desire for travel and adventure, and would rather set own pace in life without being governed by tradition.
Does this sound like your future little one? While the name may not seem like a common choice for new
parents, it has in fact made it on the top charts for baby girl names in Today, Luna sits as the 32nd most
popular female given name. For , we expect the name to break into the top 30 most popular female names.
People with the name Luna have a SoulUrge number of four meaning they have a deep inner yearning for
order, creativity and conventionalism. They are very creative individuals and are often drawn to the arts. Truth
be told, Luna is one of our favorite names on this list. Additionally, bearers of the name Natalie have a distinct
trait about them. They are known to be very analytical thinkers and excel at seeking deeper truths. Moreover,
the name has steadily grown in popularity since thanks to when Julia Roberts named one of her twins Hazel.
In addition to being a celebrity pick â€” most recently by Emily Blunt and John Krasinski, Hazel is an
excellent choice because of its beautiful meaning. Because Hazel is a nature name â€” thanks to its association
with the hazelnut tree â€” it symbolizes protection and authority. Bearers of the name Hazel are said to be
excellent at analyzing, understanding, and learning. They are born teachers and because they live so much in
the mind, they tend to be quiet and introspective. Above all, we think Hazel is an excellent choice and any
little girl would be lucky to hold this beautiful name. Short for Eleanor or Eleanora, Ellie has made its way
onto the mainstream stage as an adorable standalone option for any little girl. It has been said that people with
the name Ellie are excellent at expressing themselves. They love to analyze the world in which they live and
can easily make constructive use of free time. Victoria has once again neared the top of the female name
charts for , ranking 27th. Victoria is one of those names that has long stood the test of time with its beauty and
grace. It has been said that people with name Victoria are excellent observers and are very adaptable. They can
learn new things very quickly with little to no direction. Additionally, recent trends are showing that this name
will continue to rise on the baby name charts for â€” and for good reason! The name is not only adorable, it is
also an absolutely beautiful name to say. According to SheKnows, the name Penelope has a SoulUrge number
of three, which means that they have deep inner desire to express themselves through public speaking, acting,
writing or singing. If you ask us, Penelope is one of those names that people never forget. Today, Savannah is
the 40th most popular girl name in the U. We love the name Savannah for its soft, romantic feel. They love
being the center of attention and excel in careers that put them in the limelight. Considering the name
Savannah for your baby girl? Get ready for a little showstopper! Kennedy, who held office from to While the
name is quite common as a surname, its first-name status for a baby girl is quickly rising in popularity. Check
the charts, Kennedy sits as the 57th most popular female name today in the United States. Additionally,
bearers of the name Kennedy are known to be are very versatile, idealistic and intuitive. They are natural born
leaders and use this ability to serve humanity, rather than for self-glorification. Truth be told, Kennedy is a
name that demands attention and respect, and one that is definitely worth considering for any little girl. The
name also has many variants and can be used in a variety of cultures. For example, Violet is commonly used
the Italian, Latin and French cultures. In Italian, the name can be pronounced as Violetta. In Latin, it can be
pronounced Viola, and in French it can be pronounced Violette. The name is truly a lovely option for any little
girl. Additionally, people with the name Violet are said to be highly imaginative, intuitive, and spiritual. They
seek after spiritual truth and often find it. They are excellent observers and can inspire just about anyone
around them. Sadie is not only adorable in sound, but its also becoming a hit among parents today. The name
currently sits at number 52 on the top baby girl name chart for and its anticipated to become even more
popular in People with the name Sadie are said to be quiet, cooperative and sympathetic. They are very
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adaptable and can get along with just about anyone. They are also very trustworthy and know how to respect
the confidence of others, making them excellent encouragers. Think Sadie is a gorgeous name? In fact, we are
not alone when swooning over this name. Charlotte is a hit among parents today and currently sits as the ninth
most popular female given name in the United States. For , we expect Charlotte to become even higher on the
baby name charts â€” possibly breaking its way into the top five. According to SheKnows, people with the
name Charlotte have a SoulUrge number of three, meaning, they hold a deep inner desire to create and express
themselves, often in the form of public speaking, acting, writing or singing. They are creative individuals and
can easily become the center of attention. Above all, Charlotte is a pretty special name and parents should
consider it when choosing one for their little girl. Emma is a simple name that has streamlined a
modern-feeling of distinct femininity. Since then, Emma has become a common worldwide choice for parents
expecting a little girl. It has been said that people with the name Emma are often excited by change and
adventure. They are dynamic, versatile and know how to make constructive use of freedom.
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Chapter 3 : Baby Names List (A-Z)
A-Z list of girl baby names and name meanings. Go through the database of popular Christian baby boy names and
popular Christian name for girls along with their meaning, origin and popularity. For a religion-wise listing of girl baby
names click the links given below.

Baby Girl Names By Georgy views Christian Baby Girl Names list given here contains names or words found
in the Bible, or Christian names derived from biblical names and words, including the language origin of the
name, location of the word in the Bible, and the meaning of the name. Check each Christian baby girl name
before you decide one for that cute girl you have now. A Abigail Hebrew â€” 1 Sam. Abihail Hebrew â€” 1
Chron. Abishai Hebrew â€” 1 Sam. Adah Hebrew â€” Gen. Adina Hebrew â€” 1 Chron. Adriel Hebrew â€” 1
Sam. Angela Greek â€” Gen. Anna Greek, from Hebrew â€” Luke 2: Ariel Hebrew â€” Ezra 8: Artemis Greek
â€” Acts Atarah Hebrew â€” 1 Chron. B Bathsheba Hebrew â€” 2 Sam. Bernice Greek â€” Acts Bethany
Hebrew â€” Matt. Bethel Hebrew â€” Gen. Beulah Hebrew â€” Isaiah Bilhah Hebrew â€” Gen. C Candace
Ethiopian â€” Acts 8: Carmel Hebrew â€” Joshua Charity Latin â€” 1 Cor. Chloe Greek â€” 1 Cor. Claudia
Latin â€” 2 Tim. D Damaris Greek, Latin â€” Acts Deborah Hebrew â€” Judges 4: Delilah Hebrew â€”
Judges Diana Latin â€” Acts Dinah Hebrew â€” Gen. Dorcas Greek â€” Acts 9: Drusilla Latin â€” Acts E
Eden Hebrew â€” Gen. Edna Hebrew â€” Gen. Elisha Latin â€” Luke 1: Elizabeth Hebrew â€” Luke 1: Esther
Hebrew â€” Esther 2: Eunice Greek â€” 2 Tim. Eva Hebrew â€” Gen. Eve Hebrew â€” Gen. F Faith Latin â€”
1 Cor. G Grace Latin â€” Prov. H Hadassah Hebrew â€” Esther 2: Hagar Hebrew â€” Gen. Hannah Hebrew
â€” 1 Sam. Honey Old English â€” Psalm Hope Old English â€” Psalm Huldah Hebrew â€” 2 Kings J Jael
Hebrew â€” Judges 4: Jasper Greek â€” Exodus Jemimah Hebrew â€” Job Jewel Old French â€” Prov.
Joanna Hebrew â€” Luke 8: Jochebed Hebrew â€” Exodus 6: Joy Old French, Latin â€” Heb. Judith Hebrew
â€” Gen. Julia Latin â€” Romans K Keturah Hebrew â€” Gen. L Leah Hebrew â€” Gen. Lillian or Lily Latin
â€” Songs 2: Lois Greek â€” 2 Tim. Lydia Greek â€” Acts M Magdalene Greek â€” Matt. Mara Hebrew â€”
Exodus Marah Hebrew â€” Exodus Martha Aramaic â€” Luke Mary Hebrew â€” Matt. Mercy English â€”
Gen. Merry Old English â€” Job Michal Hebrew â€” 1 Sam. Miriam Hebrew â€” Exodus Myra Greek â€”
Acts N Naomi Hebrew â€” Ruth 1: Neriah Hebrew â€” Jer. O Olive Latin â€” Gen. Ophrah Hebrew â€”
Judges 6: Oprah Hebrew â€” Judges 6: Orpah Hebrew â€” Ruth 1: P Paula Latin â€” Acts Phoebe Greek â€”
Rom. Prisca Latin â€” Acts Priscilla Latin â€” Acts R Rachel Hebrew â€” Gen. Rebecca Hebrew â€” Gen.
Rebekah Hebrew â€” Gen. Rhoda Greek, Latin â€” Acts Rose Latin â€” Song of Sol. Ruby English â€”
Exodus Ruth Hebrew â€” Ruth 1: S Sapphira English â€” Acts 5: Sarah Hebrew â€” Gen. Sarai Hebrew â€”
Gen. Selah Hebrew â€” Psalm 3: Serah Hebrew â€” Gen. Sharon Hebrew â€” 1 Chron. Sherah Hebrew â€” 1
Chron. Shiloh Hebrew â€” Joshua Shiphrah Hebrew â€” Exodus 1: Susanna Hebrew â€” Luke 8: Susannah
Hebrew â€” Luke â€” lily; rose; joy.
Chapter 4 : List of biblical names starting with A - Wikipedia
Here is a list of Christian Baby Girl Names along with their meanings.

Chapter 5 : Girl Baby Christian Names
Page 84 of the ultimate A-Z girls names list, complete with name meanings, origins and extended background info for all
girl names. Showing names from "Kloe" to "Krystal".

Chapter 6 : Bible Names for Girls
Herein listed below is a collection of Christian baby girl names along with their meanings. Select one that you find the
best for your little princess.
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Chapter 7 : Christian Baby Names Â» Boys & Girls Â» Beginning with A-Z Â» BabyNamesDirect
Browse Christian Boy Names & Christian Girl Names with their meanings. Choosing a unique child name can be
exciting, yet difficult for any parents. At Haimom, you will be able to search for Christian Baby Names sorted in an
alphabetical order, uniqueness and popularity.

Chapter 8 : Christian Baby Names Meaning â€œGift Of Godâ€• | Being The Parent
Today, Christian parents continue to value the ancient custom of choosing a biblical name with important significance for
the life of their child. This collection of biblical girl names brings together actual names from the Bible and names derived
from biblical words, including the language, origin, and meaning of the name.

Chapter 9 : kerala christian names, their origin and english equivalents Â» rocksea and sarah
One of the most fun things of all about baby girls are the gorgeous girls names to choose from. There are so many
beauties, it's hard to narrow it to just one.
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